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Babcock & Wilcox noei.., p...r o.a.r.ii.a oivi.i.a

a McDermott company 3315 Old Forest Road
P.O. Box 1260
Lynchburg, Virginia 24505 1260
(804) 385-2000

October 8,1982

Mr. Uldis Potapovs, Chief
Vendor Inspection Branch
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

Subject: NRC Inspection 82-02 (Additional Information)

Dear Mr. Potapovs:

This is in response to your undated letter received in our office on
September 8, 1982. The additional information requested is presented
below:

1. Nonconformance E of 82-02

a. NRC Comment

"If the Product Upgrade List (PUL) omissions relate only to
verification of source data or references, and if these documents
predate September 1,1980, we have no further questions. If the
PUL's in question relate to other needed changes or additions,
or they were processed after September 1,1980, then your
corrective actions and preventive measures are requested."

b. B&W-NPGD Response

The PUL's in question were processed for certain new or revised
calculations released after September 1,1980. Their purpose was
to identify calculations processed prior to September 1,1980,
which were referenced as source data in the new or revised
calculations so that the referenced calculations could be reviewed
at a later date for proper identification of their source data.
As stated in our June 23, 1982 letter, we do not believe that
this review of "old" calculations is necessary or of any benefit.
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2. . Nonconformance F of 82-02

a. NRC Comment

"If, as you state, the Calculation Package Source Reference _ Program
Tracking Report has replaced the use of the PUL for identifying
the need for verification of input sources, when will the calculation
packages (processed since September 1,1980) be brought into
conformance with input source verification requirements?" .

b. B&W-NPGD Response

The' purpose of neither the Calculation Package Source Reference
Program Tracking Report nor the PUL was to identify the need for
verification of input sources for calculation packages processed
since September 1,1980. Their purpose was as stated above.

Sincerely,

E u
Vice President and General Manager -
Nuclear Power Generation Division

DEG:ar

cc: NPGD Staff
DV Ferree
CA Armontrout
JH Taylor.
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